
Route and Ridership Analysis

   Analyze ridership data and passenger demand patterns to determine required bus 
capacity and service frequency

   Determine the distance of each route and the hours of operation to estimate the 
number of buses needed for efficient coverage

   Differentiate between peak and off-peak hours to determine the optimal number of 
buses required to meet varying levels of passenger demand throughout the day

Electric Bus Specifications

   Research and choose the appropriate electric bus model(s) that align with the 
operational needs, taking into account factors like range, charging times, and passenger 
capacity

   Analyze battery performance to ensure that electric buses can comfortably cover the 
required distance for the routes without compromising operational efficiency

   Assess whether the selected electric buses can be used interchangeably on both of 
the two routes, optimizing fleet utilization and maintenance logistics

Charging Infrastructure and Range Considerations

   Calculate the average charging time required for electric buses to complete a full 
route and ensure that it aligns with operational schedules

   Evaluate the availability and capacity of charging infrastructure along the routes and 
at the depots to support the charging needs of the electric buses

Fleet Optimization

   Based on route demand, charging time, and operational schedules, calculate the 
minimum number of electric buses needed to ensure timely and efficient service

   Factor in the need for replacement buses to cover maintenance downtime or 
unforeseen operational issues, ensuring uninterrupted service delivery

Financial Considerations

   Compare the initial investment and operational costs of electric buses with 
conventional buses to assess the overall financial impact of electrification

   Explore available incentives or grants for electric bus adoption, which can help offset 
the initial investment and promote sustainable practices

   Analyze potential long-term savings from reduced fuel and maintenance costs 
associated with electric buses to determine the economic viability of the transition

Checklist  
Determining the right number of buses
USE CASE: A public transport operator needs to electrify two routes.
QUESTION: How many buses are needed in order to operate the two electrified routes?



Infrastructure Assessment

   Determine the capacity of existing electrical infrastructure and assess whether it can 
support the additional load from electric bus charging stations

   Perform a comprehensive site survey to identify suitable locations for charging 
stations, considering factors like space availability, accessibility, and safety requirements

   Ensure that the depot’s electrical system and grid are compatible with the chosen 
charging technology (e.g. fast vs. slow chargers) and that necessary updates or modifications are 
made if required

Charging Technology Selection

   Explore different charging technologies available in the market (e.g. pantograph 
charging, plug-in charging) and evaluate their pros and cons in the context of the depot’s 
operational needs

   Determine the required charging speed and capacity based on the electric buses’ 
energy consumption, daily mileage, and charging times to ensure efficient and timely operations

   Anticipate future fleet expansion and charging demands to select a scalable charging 
infrastructure that can accommodate potential growths

Operational Considerations

   Develop a charging schedule that optimizes electricity consumption and minimizes 
peak demands, considering the depot’s electricity pricing structure and grid constraints

   Analyze the number of electric buses and their charging needs to determine the 
optimal bus-to-charger ratio, ensuring that enough charging points are available for efficient 
operations

   Evaluate the need for backup power systems (e.g. battery storage or generators) to 
ensure uninterrupted charging during power outages or emergencies

Financial and Regulatory Factors

   Conduct a detailed cost-benefit analysis, considering the initial investment, ongoing 
maintenance expenses, and potential energy savings associated with different charging 
technologies

   Research available incentives or grants for electrification projects, which can help 
offset the initial investment and encourage the adoption of sustainable practices

   Ensure that the chosen charging infrastructure meets all relevant safety, environmental, 
and regulatory standards

Stakeholder Engagement and Training

   Collaborate with bus drivers, maintenance staff, and other relevant personnel to gather input on 
charging infrastructure requirements and address potential concerns

Checklist  
Determining the right charging infrastructure
USE CASE: A public transport operator needs to electrify one of its depots.
QUESTION: What(charging) infrastructure does the electrified depot require?


